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Private markets 
have yet to respond

Managers want 
to meet the demand

Investors are looking for 
sustainable investments

Regulations are 
making strides

Quality data is essential in 
demonstrating ESG credentials. 
However, for private markets 
ESG data availability remains 

an industry challenge

Managers want to offer 
sustainable investment 

opportunities, while protecting 
their reputation and avoiding 
accusations of greenwashing

European sustainable funds 
attracted inflows of €120 billion 
in the first quarter of 20211, and 
global sustainable assets are set 
to soar to $13 trillion2 by 2025

EU SFDR entered into force in 
March 2021 and will further 
apply in the coming months. 
EU Taxonomy rules will apply 

from January 2022

What are we 
seeing in the 
market?

End-to-end ESG data gathering and analytics solution – Intertrust Group 

1 - Morningstar Manager Research, 2021. 2 - It’s not easy being green. Managing authentic transformation within sustainable investing, Casey Quirk, 2021. 



Our Delivery

End-to-end ESG data gathering and analytics solution – Intertrust Group 

Key Elements of our solution
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Intertrust Group’s 
full end-to-end 
solution for ESG

• Drive workshops with you to define questionnaire aligned to your objectives

• Liaise with portfolio companies to gather data in the platform

• Setup of multi layer access based permissions

• Track responses by portfolio companies ensuring all data is obtained

• Aggregate the data obtained to provide analytics related to ESG performance of portfolio 
companies, funds and overall portfolios

• Perform consistency checks and validation of documents and data

• Assisting in translating ESG requirements into standard data framework pre reporting

• Provide data extracts and charts aggregated according to set reporting standards (e.g. TCFD, 
CDP, SASB, GRI, SDGs), which you can use in the preparation of ESG reporting 

• Provide access to online dashboards with ESG data of the fund and portfolio companies.

• Provide access to configurable dashboards for online reporting and analysis. Data can be 
exported for use in other systems.

• Benchmarking the ESG performance of an asset against other assets within your portfolio or 
funds

• Tracking the ESG performance of portfolio companies over time

• Support always available from Relationship Manager, Executive Support & ESG Service Delivery 
Team for any queries 

Platform Setup & 
Data Gathering

Data Aggregation 
& Quality Control

Data Validation 
& Reporting

Visualisation

Performance 
Benchmarking & 
Tracking

Support

Key



Security and data privacy

Hosted in the UK in Tier 1 data centre

₋ Security monitored 24/7 by dedicated SOC

₋ Datacentre compliance standards include HITRUST, SOC, 
ISO27001, PCI, HIPPA

₋ Greenstone SOC2 certification effective December 2020

₋ Data mirrored in German based data cetre

Robust physical and online data security 

- layered defence in depth model including IDS/IPS, Web 
application firewalls, DDoS protection

- data in transit encrypted with SHA256 using TLS 1.2

- data at rest encrypted with AES256

Disaster recovery provision

⁻ High resilience and failover capacity 

⁻ Hot-Warm disaster recovery platform in Frankfurt, 
Germany

⁻ Daily secure backup with 2 week retention

⁻

SLAs 

⁻ 99.99% availability

⁻ Major loss:  Acknowledge 2hrs;  Target fix  6hrs;  Updates 
hourly

⁻ Non total loss: Acknowledge 8hrs;  Target fix  8hrs;  
Updates daily

• Data privacy

⁻ Fully compliant with General Data Protection Regulation 
(EU Regulation 2016/679 of 27 April 2016) effective as 
per 28 May 2018 (“GDPR”).
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Data Transfers to China•

How to comply with European Data Protection Law

November 24, 2021

David Rosenthal, Partner, VISCHER



It all started with the "Schrems II" judgement …

• Can Facebook lawfully transfer European user data to the US?

• European Court of Justice in July 2020 says "In principle, no" 

• Because of how US intelligence authorities can access such user data

 Mass surveillance without approval by an independent and impartial body

 Contractual guarantees given by Facebook in the US are ineffective in such cases

• As a consequence, exports to non-whitelisted countries (such as the US, 
China) have become much more difficult …
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The Issue•



The Basics

• GDPR regulates exports if an entity subject to the GDPR transfers personal 
data to another entity in a non-EEA country

 Swiss data protection law provides for a similar (but not identical) regulation

 Remote access is also considered a transfer (but not the publication of data)

• If the recipient's country is not recognized as having an adequate level of
data protection, a standard contract with the recipient is usually necessary

 Exemptions exist for the performance of a contract, foreign legal proceedings, 
consent and more

 June 2021: European Commission issues new "Standard Contractual Clauses"
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Cross-Border Transfers•
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Cross-Border Transfers•

• SCC are today used
for service provider
contracts (DPAs) and 
for Intra-Group Data 
Transfer Agreements 
(IGDTA)

The VISCHER IGDTA



The Basics

• The EU SCC alone are not sufficient

• It has to be checked whether there is a
relevant lawful access risk that is not
compliant with European standards

 Technical and organizational measures?

 Requires an analysis of the lawful access
possible under the law of the recipient's
country, e.g., USA, China, India, Russia

 Some data authorities require zero risk, 
others accept a risk-based approach
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Cross-Border Transfers•
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Transfer Impact Assessment•



Recommendations

• Make sure you identify all relevant data transfers

 Also consider intra-group transfers and remote access to personal data in Europe

• For each, do a TIA to see whether the lawful access risk is acceptable

 Risk will be considerably lower if you keep European data on servers in Europe

• If the risk is acceptable, put the EU SCC in place (or go for an alternative)

 Switzerland: Use of EU SCC has to be notified to the Data Protection Authority

• Inform data subjects, check "privacy notices"; consent usually not needed

• If you don't comply, you can be fined in the EEA (and soon in Switzerland)
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Transfers to China•
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Transfer of Personal Information 
from China under the new PIPL•

24.11.2021
YAO Qinqin, China Desk



• Personal information under PIPL
• PIPL and other data-related legislation 

of China

Introduction 

• General rules
• Security Assessment

Transfer rules 

• What have others done?
• What should you do next?

Compliance suggestions 

1
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3

Topics•
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Personal information under PIPL

• All kinds of information related to 
identified or identifiable natural persons 
that are electronically or otherwise 
recorded, excluding information that has 
been anonymized, e.g.:

 A natural person’s name, date of birth, ID number, 
biologically identified personal information, home 
address and telephone number etc.

Introduction•
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China’s PIPL and other data-related legislation

Introduction•
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Transfer rules•
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Security assessment 

• Security assessment

 Applicable circumstances

 Personal information and important data collected and 
generated by an operator of critical information infrastructure 
(CIIO);

 Important data;

 A personal information processor who has processed the 
personal information of 1 million individuals or more;

 The personal information of more than 100,000 individuals or 
the sensitive personal information of more than 10,000 
individuals on a cumulative basis;

 Others.

Transfer rules•
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Transfer rules•
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Self-assess Apply for 
security review

Complete assessment 
(with extension if needed)

Draft contract 
Authority decision 

on acceptance 

1 2 3 4 5

Security assessment 
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What have others done in their privacy statements? 

• Example 1: 

 The data protection legislation outside China may not give you as much protection as 
the data protection legislation within the territory of China. 

 Take measures as required by the PIPL to ensure the protection of your personal 
data to a standard that is at least comparable to that provided under the PIPL.

 Transfer only after confirmation obtained from Data Protection Officer. 

• Example 2:

 Store in China the personal information collected and generated within the territory.

 If data transfer is needed in future, individual consent will have to be obtained or it 
will be done in anonymity. Meantime, the purpose of such transfer, the recipient, 
data processing means, rights towards the recipient and procedures for exercising 
etc. will be informed.

 Take measures such as encryption to ensure that the activities of overseas recipients 
in handling personal information meet the personal information protection standards 
stipulated in PIPL.

Compliance suggestions•
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What should you do next?

• Chinese processor: 

 Analyse the necessity for overseas transfer and the feasibility of localization 

approach 

 Conduct self identification esp. in terms of your data volume or status as a 

CIIO

 Establish internal system or rules

Awareness by the Swiss/foreign recipient 

Compliance suggestions•
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What should you do next?

• Swiss/foreign recipient: 

 Clarify internal data protection rules based on state legislation 

 Define purpose and methods of processing data from China and 

identify data storage and treatment measures, retransferring rules etc.  

 Conclude relevant contract covering aspects required by law

Awareness by the Chinese processor

Compliance suggestions•
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What should you do next?

• Follow up with legislative development and practice 

 Further implementing rules (regarding standard contract, 

certification by professional institution etc.) of PIPL in China 

and relevant practical implementation

 Practical implementation of parallel legislation in China

 Swiss/foreign practice on processing data from China

Compliance suggestions•
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Contact information•
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Lukas Zuest
Counsel
Head China Desk
Swiss Attorney at Law, LL.M.
lzuest@vischer.com
+41 58 211 34 35

YAO Qinqin, LL.M.
Legal Expert, China Desk
qyao@vischer.com
+41 58 211 36 56

VISCHER WeChat Account 
In Chinese
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